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MEDIA RELEASE 

Wednesday 13th August 2014 *** FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*** 

 

REDOT FINE ART GALLERY, Singapore, in collaboration with Papunya Tula Artists Pty. Ltd 

presents: 

 

Exhibition Name : Bobby West Tjupurrula & Katarra Butler Napaltjarri 

Exhibition Dates : Wednesday, 29th October till Saturday, 29th November 2014 

Opening Reception :  Wednesday, 29th October, 7:30 to 9:30 pm 

Location  : ReDot Fine Art Gallery, 39 Keppel Road, Unit #01-05 

 
ReDot Fine Art Gallery proudly invites you to an exhibition of exceptional works from Australia’s 

foremost Aboriginal owned art centre, Papunya Tula Artists Pty. Ltd.  This exhibition represents the 

11th annual showing in Singapore of the stunning work by these gifted artists from Australia’s 

Western Desert. 

This year we will be hosting dual solo shows, simply titled after the participating artists, Bobby West 

Tjupurrula & Katarra Butler Napaltjarri. 

Bobby West Tjupurrula is the son of Freddy West Tjakamarra, one of the founding shareholders of 

Papunya Tula Artists, and comes from an impressive family of established Papunya Tula painters.  

Born at the rockhole site of Tjamu Tjamu, east of Kiwirrkura, around 1958, Bobby’s family was met 

by Jeremy Long’s welfare patrol in 1963.  He commenced painting for Papunya Tula Artists in the 

late 1980s, but it wasn’t really until 1993 that he began painting regularly. Since then he has become 

an integral part of the company not just as an artist but also as the company Chairman on several 

occasions.  Bobby is a strong advocate and voice of the Western Desert Dialysis unit, an 

organisation close to his heart given he too suffers renal failure and receives regular dialysis. 

Katarra Butler Napaltjarri in contrast has only recently burst onto the Papunya Tula artistic map, 

though records show she first painted for the company in 2001.  Born near the current location of 

the Tjukurla Community in Western Australia in circa 1946, she was the second wife of Anatjari 

Tjakamarra, another pre-eminent member of the original group of painters who started the Central 

Desert painting movement in Papunya in 1971 and learnt her trade from him most probably and 

Ningura Napurulla, whose mentoring is evident in her early works but not so much in the 

abandonment of colour and brush work in her recent acclaimed work.  Whilst she has extended 

family ties with the Tjukurla area, Katarra also spends considerable time in Kintore and Kiwirrkura 

where she accesses the Papunya Tula Artists studio.   

Whilst their respective styles could not be more opposing, Bobby’s traditionally inspired and firmly 

encamped in the style of his fore-fathers and Katarra’s more modern, whimsical and abstract, they 

very much represent the Papunya Tula art movement of today.  This will be Katarra’s first solo 

exhibition, and comes just months after being nominated as a finalist in this year’s NATSIAA awards 

meanwhile this will be the 2nd solo show for Bobby, who has earned enormous appeal in the 

NATSIAA over the many years he has painstakingly produced complex, important, works for the 

company. 

The exhibition opens on Wednesday, 29th October and runs till Saturday, 29th November 2014 and 

it is a must-see for anyone interested in following the recent developments of Papunya Tula Artists, 

one of the Aboriginal art movements most important art centres.  The show will be attended by Mr. 

Paul Sweeney, General Manager of Papunya Tula Artists Pty. Ltd. 
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For further information please contact Mandy Leong on +65 9232 6389. Email: 

mandy@redotgallery.com or check our website:  www.redotgallery.com 

 
About ReDot Fine Art Gallery 

ReDot Fine Art Gallery is the first and only dedicated Indigenous art gallery in Singapore and Asia-Pacific.  Since 

2004 it has been the region's definitive source of high-quality Indigenous art for the casual art buyer and collector 

alike. Representing Australia’s most acclaimed and significant indigenous artists, ReDot ensures all works are 

ethically sourced from centres owned and run for the benefit of the Aboriginal people. 

Inherent in the enigmatic artworks is an exploration of a rich and diverse culture relatively unknown outside of the 

continent.  The disappearing nomadic lifestyle and encroaching westernisation, has stripped away much of the 

community fibre that has bound these people to their land.  Our goal is not only to provide Singapore with stunning 

and collectible artwork, but to ensure that the voice of the Aboriginal people endures to speak to future generations. 

About Papunya Tula Artists Pty Ltd 

The Papunya Tula Art Movement began in 1971 when a school teacher, Geoffrey Bardon, encouraged some of 

the men to paint a blank school wall. The murals sparked off tremendous interest in the community and soon 

many men started painting. In 1972 the artists successfully established their own company.  The company is 

entirely owned and directed by traditional Aboriginal people from the Western Desert, predominantly of the 

Luritja/Pintupi language groups. It has 49 shareholders and now represents around 120 artists. The company 

derives its name from Papunya, a settlement 240km north-west of Alice Springs. 

Papunya settlement was established as an administrative centre by the government for the Aboriginal people 

who had moved in from the desert. Since then many Pintupi and Luritja people have moved back to their 

homelands and continue their strong ceremonial tie to the Land.  The company, initially based in the Papunya 

area, has met the challenges posed by the homelands movement in the last decade, and now extends its 

operations into Western Australia (covering an area which extends to 700km west of Alice Springs).  

The Papunya Tula painting style derives directly from the artists' knowledge of traditional body and sand 

painting associated with ceremony. To portray these dreamtime creation stories for the public, has required 

the removal of sacred symbols and the careful monitoring of ancestral designs. The work of the Papunya Tula 

artists is highly regarded. The high standard of the work and its unmistakable and powerful style has resulted in 

the Papunya Tula artists being represented in most public galleries, major museums, institutions and many large 

private collections within Australia as well as overseas.  

The aim of the company is to promote individual artists, provide economic development for the communities 

to which they belong, and assist in the maintenance of a rich cultural heritage.  

ReDot Fine Art Gallery Upcoming Exhibition Schedule 

 

 Papunya Tula Exhibition 29 October till 29 November, 2014 

 Ernabella & Yarrenyty Arltere Exhibition (pt1) 03 December  till 27 December, 2014 

 Ernabella & Yarrenyty Arltere Exhibition (pt2) 02 January  till 31 January, 2015 

 TBC Exhibition  04 February  till 14 March, 2015  

 

Website  : www.redotgallery.com 

 

Nearest MRT : Tanjong Pagar/Outram Station 

Map to Location : Click Here for Map 

 

Gallery Hours : Tuesday – Saturday : 12pm – 7pm,  

   Sunday/Monday/Public Holiday – Open by Appointment 
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List of attached works: 

 
Bobby WEST TJUPURRULA 

Title  : Untitled 

Medium  : Acrylic on Belgian Linen  

Size  : 153 x 122cm 

Code  : BW1407068 

 

 
Katarra BUTLER NAPALTJARRI 

Title  : Untitled 

Medium  : Acrylic on Belgian Linen  

Size  : 91 x 91cm 

Code  : KN1403078 

For high resolution images click on the link below, or contact us directly.  The images will be 

available until 29th November 2014 
 

www.redotgallery.com/press/PapunyaTula2014 

Username : press 

Password : redotgallery 
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